introducing
Ner Michoel's newest initiative:

join today!
See page 4
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The Haggadah contains a wealth of
material from great sources that most
readers would have otherwise not
known or connected with the seder.
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Rabbi Moshe MeiselMan
and
Rabbi Michel shuRkin
ToPic: Geneivas Daas
and it s a PPLic ation i n the B u s i ne s s worLd

M onday , M ay 26 כ"ו אייר

M emorial d ay

agudas yisroel B ircas yaakov
262 t erhune avenue | Passaic , nJ
at

schedule:
9:45am
10:00 am -12:00 pm
12:00 pm -12:45 pm
12:45pm-1:3 0pm
1 : 3 0 pm-3 : 0 0 pm
3 : 0 0 pm-3 : 4 5 pm
3:45pm-5:00pm
5:00pm

weLcome coFFee and reFreshments
First seder
shiur - rosh yeshiva
Lunch wiLL Be served
second seder
shiur - raBBi shurkin
Q&a
mincha

Looking Forward to greeting you,
The ner Michoel alumni association

For more inFo contact:
DaviD DaNesh

Rabbi Naftali Katz

YaNKi WeitmaN

917-744-8036

732-600-9336

917-583-9140

davidedanesh@gmail.com

nkatz95@gmail.com

ytweitman@gmail.com
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Marking another

Milestone
Toras Moshe talmidim and the greater world of
seforim devotees are excited with the news of the
release of the latest volume of Levonas HaMincha,
Rabbi Yehuda Abramowitz shlit”a’s popular sefer
on the Minchas Chinuch.

exposing bochurim to its treasure trove of spiritual
riches. In his own words, “one gets a breathtaking
awareness of the Torah’s amazing breadth; you
start at Mitzvah so-and-so, perhaps in this week’s
parsha, and you never know where you’ll end up!”

The new release is the fifth chelek thus far, covering the parshiyos of Acharei-Mos and Kedoshim. It
is the latest in a series of volumes that began the
release of the first chelek, approximately twentyfive years ago. More than just a commentary on
the classic Minchas Chinuch, which focuses on
the core concepts of many sugyas in Shas, Rabbi
Abramowitz’s sefer discusses the shitos of the Sefer HaChinuch, the Rambam’s Sefer Hamitzvos, as
well as the opinions of other monei hamitzvos.

The original chabura underwent various stages
and modifications. Rabbi Abramowitz would type
up each session as it went along, and the material
developed into one sefer at first, followed by many
more over the years.

The Levonas HaMincha series is an outgrowth
of what began as a weekly chabura on Minchas
Chinuch that Rabbi Abramowitz began delivering every Motzai Shabbos to a group of talmidim
learning in the Yeshivos of Brisk and the Mir. Rabbi
Abramowitz often speaks of the special affinity and
geshmak that he has for the Minchas Chinuch. As a
rebbi and maggid shiur, he sees tremendous value

The latest volume, as mentioned, covers the
parshiyos of Acharei-Mos and Kedoshim, which
contain a considerably large number of mitzvos,
seventy-eight in all. These mitzvos embody such
fundamentals as kedushas kahal Yisroel, agricultural mitzvos that serve as the pillars of emunah,
and morah av v’eim.
During the past two years, the Yeshiva learned the
mesechtos of Shabbos, followed by Yevamos. As a
result, at the end of new sefer there is an added
kuntres that includes several chaburos on the “Moseich HaShabbos” (a self-contained long section in

the Minchas Chinuch on Parshas Yisro that explains
the 39 melachos). This additional material comes
from Rabbi Abramowitz’s regular Gemora shiurim
and pertains specifically to that section of the Minchas Chinuch.
Levonas HaMincha is very popular, both among
talmidim who participated in the shiur at one time
or another, as well as the others who study the
MInchas Chinuch in-depth and have come to appreciate the perspective and insights that Rabbi
Abramowitz provides.
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Bonding in

Baltimore

Second Annual Get-Together Energizes Alumni
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